‘Planets Meeting the Public’
Outreach Innovation Day
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PROGRAMME
09:30-09:50
09:50-10:10
10:10-10:30

10:30-10:50

10:50-11:20
11:30-11:50
11:50-12:10
12:10-12:30
12:30-12:50
12:50-13:10

Anita Heward
(Outreach Coordinator Europlaner RI 2020)
Europlanet Outreach and Media Centre
Magda Stavinschi
(Honorary Researcher, Astronom. Instit. Romanian Academy)
History of science, a challenge for mass media
Zdenek Urban
(Freelance Science Writer)
How to Catch Them: Fishing for Attention
of Media Staffers in Relation to Planetary Topics
Catalin Mosoia
(Science Journalist Ziarul Stiintelor)
Planets Between Science and Journalism.
Looking for the best practices of communicating science
Coffee Break
Manos Kardasis
(Electronic Engineer, Hellenic Amateur Astron. Association)
Planetary Science Outreach by the HAAA
Konstantina Moutsouroufi ( MSc student, University of Athens)
The Space Gates Team
Eleni Chatzichristou
(Astronomer, Outreach Team Europlaner RI 2020)
Feeling the Science Thinking about Art
Efstratios Koufos
(Archaeological Excavations Specialist, Amateur Astronomer)
Archaeoastronomy: Education and Popularization
Thilina Heenatigala
(Social Media Manager, Europlanet RI 2020)
Social Media for Science Communication
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PROGRAMME
13:15-14:30

Lunch Break

14:30-15:00

Round Table Discussion

15:00-16:00

Working Groups, Brainstorming

15:45-16:00

Coffee Break

16:00710:50

Reporting of Working Groups and General Discussion
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Feeling the Science
Thinking about Art

E.T. Chatzichristou
I.A. Daglis, A. Anastasiadis, O. Giannakis
Athens University & National Observatory of Athens, Greece

Earth Songs
The MAARBLE international contest of musical composition aspired to
combine scientific and artistic ways of thinking, through the science of
Astronomy and Space and the art of Music.
MAARBLE (Monitoring, Analyzing and Assessing Radiation Belt Loss and
Energization) was a European FP7-funded scientific project, with quite an
original outreach/dissemination edge.
The scientific aims involved monitoring of the geospace environment through
space and ground-based observations, in order to understand various aspects
of the radiation belts (torus-shaped regions encircling the Earth, in which highenergy charged particles are trapped by the geomagnetic field), which have
direct impact on human endeavors in space (spacecraft and astronauts
exposure).

Earth Songs

Besides interesting science, the MAARBLE outreach team employed a variety
of outreach techniques to provide the general public with simplified
information concerning the scientific objectives of the project, its focus and
its expected outcomes.
An outstanding moment of the MAARBLE outreach experience was the
organization of an international contest of musical compositions inspired by
impressive sounds of space related to very low and ultra-low frequency
(VLF/ULF) electromagnetic waves.

Earth Songs
Planet Earth is a natural source of radio waves, which surround us all the time.
Although most of these waves are in the acoustic frequency range, they are not
audible by humans. We could “hear” them if we had radio antennas instead of
ears.
We can convert them to sound waves, by using a very low frequency (VLF)
receiver. After converting electromagnetic (radio) waves into acoustic (sound)
waves, with the same frequency, the sounds produced by our planet can be
“heard”.
These sounds correspond to several types of radio emissions propagating in the
Earth’s atmosphere, ionosphere and magnetosphere. The way these waves
sound, when played through an audio system, defines their name: sferics,
tweeks, whistlers, chorus, and hiss.
We also call them “Earth Songs”.

The MAARBLE “Sounds of Space”
Musical Composition Contest

The MAARBLE contest of musical composition combined scientific and
artistic ways of thinking, as well as the “art” of music and space science.
The contest was an original idea to provide scientific information to the
public, inviting people to “feel” the science and to think about art.
MAARBLE invited composers from all EU countries, USA and Canada, to
take part in the musical contest, the leading concept being to use the
natural sounds of the Earth’s magnetosphere in order to compose
electroacoustic music.

The MAARBLE “Sounds of Space”
Musical Composition Contest

• A dedicated section of the website (http://www.maarble.eu/outreach/)
was made available containing:
• Notes for Guidance,
• Application Form
• Large sample of magnetospheric sounds compiled through CARISMA
data
• Information as to the physical mechanisms responsible for these
emissions
• The ten (10) highest ranked compositions including the three (3)
winners
• All music compositions can be heard directly from the website .

The results were astonishing: the contest was oversubscribed by a factor of 19 (in
total 55 applications from 17 countries) and the musical pieces were of overall
excellent quality, making the selection of winners a very difficult task.
The dedicated to the contest site
http://www.maarble.eu/outreach/index.php/multimedia/sounds-of-space
received 11381 hits by the public!

10/1/2015

Eleni T. Chatzichristou
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Dialogue between Science and Art
as a source of inspiration

The selection committee which examined the submitted compositions and
decided on the winners was composed by scientists and musicians. The
selection process was a difficult, lengthy but extremely prolific process, a
dialogue between scientific accuracy and artistic sensitivity.
Ultimately, the selection committee concluded on the ten highest ranked
compositions, which were uploaded on the MAARBLE website.

10/1/2015

Eleni T. Chatzichristou
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10 Highest Ranked Compositions
Rank

Composer

Composition

Country

1

Otto Wanke

Breathing

2

Antonio J. Cebrian

Picnic in the lonosphere

Spain

3

Susan Ann Brewster

Golden Waves

UK/USA

4

David Snow

Das Lied von der Magnetosphäre

USA

5

Dimitris Maronidis

SonoSferics for Tape

Greece

6

Kalle Vainio

Silent Travellers

Finland

7

Elias Kotzias

EarthVoice

Greece

8

Damon Alexander Bailey

Of Space and Earth

UK

9

Maria-Luisa Acuña

Shooting Star

Spain

Solar Storm

Belgium

10 Bruno Misonne

UnderwaterCzech Republic

Winning Compositions
Rank

1

2

3

Composer

Composition

Composer Talk at
the Award
Ceremony

Otto Wanke
(Czech Republic)

Breathing
Underwater

Breathing
Underwater for
“Sounds of Space”
(PDF)

Antonio J.
Cebrian (Spain)
Susan Ann
Brewster
(UK/USA)

(click to listen)

Picnic in the
lonosphere
(click to listen)

Golden Waves
(click to listen)

Picnic in the
Ionosphere for
"Sounds of Space"
(MP4 video)
Golden Waves for
“Sounds of Space”
(PDF)

The three winning compositions were officially presented on Tuesday, 16
September 2014, in a dedicated public event organized in the framework of the
international conference "Geospace revisited: a Cluster/MAARBLE/Van Allen
ProbesConference" in Rhodes island, Greece.
• The winners talked to the public about their compositions
• Each winning composition was presented along with a parallel projection of
photos and videos which inspired awe to the public!
• The winners received their prizes

9/30/2015

Eleni T. Chatzichristou
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Dialogue between Science and Art
as a source of inspiration

The awe inspiring music was deeply felt by the public as it was
uniquely combined with the projection of related space images and
videos.
Everybody who had a chance to attend the event and afterwards
explore the website and the resources provided, showed vivid interest
and was keen to learn about the exciting science behind the awe
inspiring sounds and images/videos that accompanied them.

10/1/2015

Eleni T. Chatzichristou
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Impact of the Project

Announcement of public outreach
events inspired by the Space Sounds
Composition Contest.
10/1/2015

Presentation of the MAARBLE project in
the DG Enterprise & Industry brochure
“Eye on Space”.

Eleni T. Chatzichristou
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Dialogue between Science and Art
as a source of inspiration

The participating artists themselves got to explore new, unprecedented territory,
many developed an affinity about astronomy and space science and took their
inspirations further, while promoting the project and the scientific ideas behind
the sounds.
On several occasions they described the feelings the music generated in them
and how these inspired their compositions, characterizing this as an exhilarating
experience, a “time capsule of sounds”, a “cosmic wind of music” and,
ultimately, a creative path of discovery. As one of the winners put it: “It was like
a myth about evolution, randomness, and mysteries, but ultimately the fragility
of life and our existence”.

10/1/2015

Eleni T. Chatzichristou
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Long-term legacy and future plans
The impact of the Space of Sounds competition on some of the winning musicians:
•
•
•

Otto Wanke, worked further on the multi-channel version of the piece - for 16 channels and
presented this version at the Music Academy in Vienna. He also began writing his first opera,
where the electronic element is very important.
Antonio Cebrian is working in an experimental music duo with a colleague, with the hope to
perform live in an astronomical conference.
Susan Brewster was chosen to present her Sounds of Space ideas at the SOAS festival 2015
for Gamelan, having evolved the original composition using space sounds and Gamelan and
performing it live. She developed a passion about astronomy, regularly visiting the Royal
Observatory of Greenwich.

•

Davis Snow’s composition Das Lied von der Magnetosphäre has been included in the online
album Deep Wireless 11 produced by the Canadian organization New Adventures in Sound
Art (NAISA).

•

Marisa Acuna, composer of Shooting Star, has moved on to composing a work for flute and
electronic, inspired by Kepler's scales constructed using measures of the planets.

•

Dimitris Maronidis, composer of SonoSferics for Tape, has experimented at ICST Zurich
with 3D Space Sound Diffusion, using much of the material for his Space composition. This
year he will be leading the computer Music class at the Music department of Aristotle
University of Thessaloniki and he is planning to organize a joint Science & Art event.

10/1/2015

Eleni T. Chatzichristou
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Long-term legacy and future plans
The Sounds of Space musical competition, inspired by original space sounds, has
been a wonderful success which went well beyond our original plans and hopes.
We are planning to adopt and organize this on a regular (yearly) basis by our
extended team, involving most European countries.
The sounds will also expand to include besides the “Earth Songs”, also sounds
from the most distant space and the violent cosmic phenomena that occur.
It is our intention to establish regular collaboration with the composers to further
promote astronomy through a variety of artistic events and to inversely “dress”
with music, science dissemination activities.

Eleni Chatzichristou
Astrophysicist, MAARBLE Outreach@Communications Officer

10/1/2015

Eleni T. Chatzichristou
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Susan Brewster, Score of Gamelan music “Ears to Earth”: Sound chart explaining
where the various sounds of space are in relation to the score for Gamelan.
10/1/2015

Eleni T. Chatzichristou
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Otto

Wanke

A Really Inspired Occasion
1st

Prize

(Breathing

Underwater)

said:

“The idea of connecting music and science was very exciting for me. In electro
-acoustical music the borders of this two disciplines overlap a lot. The connection is then
really logical and working together can be very productive and inspiring. The composer
has a chance to create his own landscape of unique sound. With every new piece, this
was a very exhilarating experience for me.
In the beginning, there was the sound of space which I received. On the other hand there
was the abstract picture of ''Breathing Underwater''. The
things seemed upside down and turned. I decided to transform this fact into my music. I
used the reverse function and created a kind of moving and rotating sound/space. This
area of space increases and grows during the piece and new layers are added. From
this abstract sound I gradually came into a rhythmic structure.
In the last years I wrote mostly instrumental classical music. Being part of your project
was for me an important impulse, a really inspired occasion.
It would be really great if this contest is organized regularly in the future.”
Otto Wanke, 1st Prize (Breathing Underwater).

9/30/2015

Eleni T. Chatzichristou
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Susan

Ann

A Creative Path of Discovery
Brewster

3d

Prize

(Golden

Waves)

said:

“The collection of sounds (‘sferics’, ‘tweeks’, ‘hiss’, ‘whistlers’, ‘dawn
chorus’) which are the “Earth Songs” have been fascinating, challenging and
very inspiring to use as the building blocks of a musical composition,
especially because they really began to take on a life of their own. From the
first time I listened to them, I could not get them out of my head.
I was very intrigued and amazed reading about the ‘Event Horizon’ and the
idea that if you could stand on it, for every minute that passed there, 1000
years would have passed on earth. That means that if you could listen to my
composition there, 8000 years would have passed here on earth. This really
sparked many other thoughts about space, time and music, and shortly
afterwards I came across the MAARBLE ‘Sounds of Space’ composition
contest ».

10/1/2015

Eleni T. Chatzichristou
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Susan

Ann

A Creative Path of Discovery
Brewster

3d

Prize

(Golden

Waves)

said:

“I was wondering if other intelligent life somewhere might have antennae for ears,
and if so what they would make of the Earth Songs. I thought these ears might also
even have a special telescopic feature, capable of zooming in on even the smallest
or most insignificant of sounds and if a collection of sounds might be perceived like
a sort of time capsule (because of the difference in the passage of time). If so, then
events over many years might occur randomly (not chronological) depending on
which individual moments came into focus when zooming in on the electromagnetic
and sound waves from earth.
While listening to the space sounds I came across a ‘whistler’ which immediately
emerged as a character and a theme to start off the journey. I thought of it as planet
earth spiraling along through the cosmos with no particular purpose or destination
and whistling along the way. I think of the whistler as having a double edge, since on
one hand it evokes an image of ‘without a care in the world’, but at the same time
this whistler (maybe due to the microtonal quality), gives a slightly uneasy and
unsettling even ominous impression. The contrast seems interesting when thinking
about a carefree planet oblivious to its own demise or impact, but moving towards
uncertain consequences.”

10/1/2015

Eleni T. Chatzichristou
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Susan

Ann

A Creative Path of Discovery
Brewster

3d

Prize

(Golden

Waves)

said:

“I saw paradox, conversations and arguments, prayer and horror, complexity and
utter simplicity, a vastness and the insignificant, monotony and unpredictability, and
a human predicament of being suspended between these places and pulled to and
fro on an elastic thread that might suddenly go out of control or snap. It might,
though, put everything into neat order! It was like a myth about evolution,
randomness, and mysteries but ultimately the fragility of life and our existence. I
found it very exciting because I felt that working on the piece was more of a process
of discovery than one of composing, and there were so many surprises, each of
which lead to more ideas! The result was becoming a musical composition simple
on the surface but with complexity at its depths. Below the surface there can be a
mirror like quality where different people see different things reflected depending
on their own experiences.
Participating to the contest has certainly sparked off a creative path of discovery for
me and I am very grateful and honoured to have been included as one of the award
winners.”
Susan Brewster, 3d Prize (Golden Waves).

10/1/2015

Eleni T. Chatzichristou
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